
Dear readers,
at the beginning of this new year, we would like to express our most sincere gratitude for 
having been part of our 2023. Your trust and collaboration have been fundamental to our 
growth, and we hope to continue to increase the value we bring to your projects this year.

Here, we present you the latest news from BrixWire News Hub, divided into 2 sections:
 Current status
 Spotlight Server
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Release Notes
Since the previous quarter, there has been the 
option to find the front-end and back-end news in 
our blog. You can find the release notes under the 
menu BrixWire - Release Notes. The latest release 
brings with it two new features: the RSS Output 
plugin and the private output channels.

www.brixwire.com

>>

Check the release notes here

Quick export to an email address
Sharing news stories is now as easy as a single click. 
With the new email export functionality, users can 
instantly transfer content from the BrixWire News 
Hub’s news browser to their preferred email 
addresses.

Check all the details here
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Product Updates

https://brixblog.brixdev.net/?p=3798
https://brixblog.brixdev.net/?page_id=2826
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Artificial Intelligence Integration
It is now possible to use artificial intelligence as an 
editorial assistant with 4 different functionalities:
 Reducing Article Length
 Translation of articles into any desired   
 language via ChatGPT
 Extraction of metadata from an article.
 Speech2Text: allows you to convert video or  
 audio content into text.

Monitoring with Grafana and Prometheus
We are pleased to announce an important addition 
to BrixWire News Hub: our real-time monitoring 
system! We understand the importance of staying 
on top of the health and performance of your 
operations. That’s why we’ve integrated the 
Prometheus and Grafana platforms into our 
ecosystem, giving you the ability to have oversight 
over your installation.

Check all the details here

Spotlight Server
Are topic servers based on BrixWire that give 
publishers access to information about a country or 
specific topics. The servers contain content from 
sources such as the press, governments, bloggers 
and feeds such as RSS and Telegram.
In addition, there is a complete technological offering 
that provides numerous filtering and sorting options. 
As well as translation and AI functionalities.

Check all the details here

Check all the details here

info@brixware.com

I HAVE AN IDEA
Check us on:

https://brixblog.brixdev.net/ info@brixware.com
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Ideas, questions or comments?

Follow us to not miss anything!

www.brixware.comhttps://brixblog.brixdev.net/

https://brixspotlight.com/
https://brixblog.brixdev.net/?p=4325
https://brixblog.brixdev.net/?p=3952

